Abstract: This paper reframes conventional views of Ukraine by showing how global trends of cultural and media convergence are influencing its identity. It looks at how the country’s media system developed after independence, particularly television, and how this reveals the ongoing struggle to define what it means to be Ukrainian. Media representations illustrate that three visions coexist: a cosmopolitan, pro-Western one which embraces the forces of globalization; a residual Soviet Ukrainian one that is open to change but has a strong cultural affinity to Russia; and a new/old Ukrainian identity that draws on deep-rooted local (national) values, which coincide with universal ones such as democracy, with a contemporary flavor and without a Russian dimension. It argues that despite certain unique features caused by “the Russia factor,” the new/old country is also being strongly influenced by globalization through mass media, and is part of larger worldwide trends where identity, values, society, and political practices are in flux.¹

Ukraine became independent when modern globalization went into high gear.² Thus the new country with an ancient history has been
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re-defining its identity and relations with the world in the larger context of global cultural convergence. Mass media are at the center of this process, both reflecting and influencing it. In Ukraine, the state has not systematically imposed a single vision of identity from above, and no consensus has emerged from below on what it means to be Ukrainian today. At the same time, the media system changed radically. Thus the media can be seen as a site where the struggle for representation power, or identity, is visible. In many ways Ukraine is following larger global trends.

A quick look at media consumption patterns and trends shows that Ukrainians now have many comparable tastes and habits to other Europeans and North Americans. In 2012 the most watched TV shows in Ukraine were strikingly similar to those in the US and UK: sports, reality shows, sitcoms, and drama. Over 30 million social network accounts were registered in Ukraine in 2012, approximately 66 percent of the total population, which puts it on par with the US and UK. The current state of affairs is dramatically different from the situation in 1991 when Ukrainians were watching Soviet-sanctioned programming on the three state-owned TV channels and the internet, still in its infancy, was not yet available in Ukraine.

In today’s globalized world, media is one factor causing identity to be fluid, and this is certainly visible in Ukraine. After twenty years of independence, no consensus has emerged on what it means to be Ukrainian, and media representations show that a number of competing visions coexist. One is a cosmopolitan, pro-Western Ukrainian identity which embraces the forces of globalization. Another is a residual Soviet Ukrainian identity which embraces the forces of globalization. Another is a residual Soviet Ukrainian identity that
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is open to some change but has a strong cultural affinity to Russia. A third is a new/old Ukrainian identity that draws on deep-rooted local (national) values, which often coincide with more universal ones such as democracy, but with a contemporary flavor and without a Russian dimension. These three are simultaneously distinct yet overlapping.8

Ukrainians’ evolving identities have profound implications for democracy. While Ukraine’s media watchers have focused on censorship,9 other political scientists and media scholars have been noticing that mass media are transforming politics and identities globally. A new style of politics has emerged in established democracies, where media are changing symbolic frameworks and transforming citizens into audiences.10 This approach has also become the norm in Ukraine, where politicians reach out to society directly through media and use cultural icons and symbols to construct their public images.

This article presents an overview of how Ukraine’s media changed from the Soviet era through the first twenty years of independence, both in terms of the structure of the system and media content. It argues that Ukraine’s media and society are in many ways following global patterns of changing media preferences and values.

Ukraine, Identity, Mass Media, Globalization, Cultural Convergence, and New Politics

When the USSR collapsed, a Soviet identity category disappeared and discussions re-emerged about what it meant to be Ukrainian. People needed to redefine who they are, how they want to be governed, what kind of society they want to live in, and how they want to interact with the world. French theorist Pierre Bourdieu has suggested that when elements of collective identities are being re-sorted, as is the case in Ukraine, the process involves a combination of changes in institutional structure, social interaction, and subjective meaning.11
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Most discussions about Ukrainian identity overlook these issues and focus on regional divisions, historical legacies, language issues related to the post-communist transformation, Ukrainian-Russian relations, and whether Ukraine will make a pro-Russian or pro-Western choice. Although important, such analyses all miss the point that for over 20 years Ukraine has been part of the global community, and through mass media, engaged in transnational cultural flows. Ukrainian society, identity, and, consequently, its politics, are profoundly changing as a result of becoming part of McLuhan’s global village. Todd Gitlin aptly noted the worldwide trend where Habermas’s public sphere has splintered into public sphericules and media have become a public arena where different ideological positions confront each other. This is precisely what is happening in Ukraine.

Communications scholars study how international communications systems shape cultural change and influence national cultures, and the discussions are polarized. Some argue that globalization and the shift towards convergent digital media weakens state influence over media institutions and content, and erodes national cultures. Others contend that national governments remain the key players in regulating, thus shaping, media. Globalization optimists view the integration of media systems as a positive development that leads to global norms, practices and thus global stability and prosperity, while critical theorists raise concerns about cultural imperialism because the production, dissemination and marketing of media and cultural products are dominated by a handful of countries led by the U.S. They also note that the U.S. media model is driven by


market forces rather than the liberal, normative “watchdog of the state” principle, and this model, aimed at delivering audiences to advertisers, is being exported globally.  

A recent study by Harvard’s Pippa Norris and Ronald Inglehart shows that the impact of global cultural convergence appears to be mixed. While some countries are adopting the global model and others reject foreign ideas, many appear to amalgamate aspects of the imported culture into their own and produce a hybrid. Thus, it is difficult to establish direct causality between media use and social values. In Ukraine transcultural flows are more complex than the usual global-national dynamic because in addition to globalization, the new/old country continues to be affected by the legacy of Russian/Soviet cultural domination and continued Russian influence. The result is a complex triangular pattern of internal and external forces engaged in a cultural competition, which in turn is influencing politics. Media, and particularly television, are at the center of this process. As Italian media scholar Mancini noted, “Television with its messages, values and view of the world, interferes continuously with politics and determines and shapes its values.” He, as well as others, argues that the new 21st century “Lifestyle Politics” are now the norm in established democracies. Traditional institutions like political parties, unions, and civic organizations have weakened and mass media became the key agent of socialization. In Ukraine, as elsewhere, politicians use television to reach their electorate, citizens are treated increasingly as audiences, and
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political messages are mixed in with entertainment and consumption.\textsuperscript{26}

By looking at media developments, especially television, this article explores the relationship between media and identity in Ukraine in the context of a globalized world. Moving away from a normative approach that asks how free or independent the media are,\textsuperscript{27} it instead follows Carothers and tries to show what is really going on.\textsuperscript{28} It argues that the power struggle over identity is ongoing, visible in media representations, and Western-led global forces are just as important as the Russia factor.

### The Imperfect Soviet Hegemon

Ukraine’s current struggle over identity is shaped by both present realities and the past. In 1991 Ukrainians rejected the USSR, but legacies from the Soviet era are still an important reference point for habits, beliefs, and values for many Ukrainians today, albeit in different ways.

For seventy years Soviet authorities used the media in a hegemonic way to try and construct a Soviet identity, the “\textit{homo sovieticus}.”\textsuperscript{29} Yet Soviet identity was neither static nor monolithic, and although strongly dominated by Russian cultural imperialism,\textsuperscript{30} it also contained international and multi-national dimensions.\textsuperscript{31}

The complex, multi-layered Soviet identity was visible in the media system. Constructed like a series of concentric circles, a Russian language central media covered the entire territory of the USSR; within it, on the
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level of Soviet national republics, media sub-systems existed that used regional and local languages. Central media were better funded and of higher quality than those in the Soviet republics, yet the republican systems produced their own content. Thus a Soviet Ukrainian identity existed as part of the larger *homo sovieticus*, and alternative ideas circulated through the *samizdat* (*samvydav*) underground media.

During Gorbachev’s *glasnost*, the representational struggle widened. It is well known that media liberalization was intended to gain support for reforms but led to a broader public discourse about ideology and identity. Media content became more diverse during this time. Both conservative and reform messages appeared in central and republican media, pro-democracy messages grew from emerging alternative media, and exposure to the outside world increased. Things in Ukraine changed more slowly than in Moscow: as late as 1990 the Communist Party of Ukraine (CPU) was instructing newspaper editors how to cover elections. That said, already in 1989 the official Writer’s Union paper, *Literaturna Ukraina*, published RUKH’s draft program, republican state TV aired debates between the Communist Party and RUKH, and the youth TV program HART began reporting previously taboo subjects, such as the crackdown on protesters in Lithuania in January 1991. Informal newspapers appeared all over the country from L’viv to Dnipropetrovs’k and Simferopol, containing a variety of visions of what kind of Ukraine people wanted to live in, but all critical of the status quo and advocating change.

International media played an important role during this time as well. Foreign journalists started working in Kyiv, so news about Ukraine was no longer reported by Moscow-based correspondents like *The Guardian*’s Jonathan Steele who found it difficult to believe that Ukrainians were openly advocating independence as late as 1991. Western journalists also provided contacts for Ukrainian journalists, ideas, and employment opportunities at western media outlets.

Thus, although the Soviet state had a monopoly on the media, it perhaps should be thought of as an imperfect hegemon, since a degree of struggle over representation issues and identity was always present.
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Early Independence: What Kind of Ukraine? and Opening Up to the World

After Ukrainians voted overwhelmingly for independence in December 1991, the media became an important site for discussing what kind of Ukraine to build. As already mentioned, the state did not take it upon itself to exercise a hegemonic role through media representations. In a 2011 interview, first President Leonid Kravchuk could not answer the question, “what kind of media system did you envision?” Some Ukrainian scholars viewed it as a failing that “in the early years of independence, the new state failed to fill the ideological vacuum, did not create an integrated set of values, new ideology.”

Institutional changes were made to the media system in the early years, including changes to legislation and upgrading infrastructure. Ukraine began integrating into transnational networks like the European Broadcasting Union, but its media system remained part of the old Soviet communications network. Russian Ostankino remained the most watched TV channel because it continued to broadcast on the most powerful TV frequency. Thus the Soviet Ukrainian identity remained quite strong.

Private media ownership was legal since 1990, and small private media outlets began to appear “like mushrooms after the rain,” but due to the economic crisis most of the media system remained state owned. Perhaps most importantly media content began to change quite significantly, beginning the process of global cultural convergence. In the early 1990s, Western media content increased, and Ukrainian media outlets began experimenting with new ideas and formats. Programs ranging from Latin American soap operas to U.S. sitcoms, Hollywood films, and BBC and CNN news gained large audiences. In December 1991 American Story First Communications created a private TV station, ICTV. They were only able to gain broadcast licenses on regional state-owned channels, but within a year became the fourth most popular channel by showing Western entertainment programs. This appetite for Western formats revealed that part of Ukrainian society was open to the world, and saw itself in cosmopolitan terms, as part of a larger global community. In these early years
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small advertising companies also began appearing, starting new patterns of consumerism in Ukraine.

Ukrainians also began creating new media products that reflected both their own ideas and influences from the West. Oleksandr Tkachenko revolutionized Ukrainian television with his weekly news program, *PislaMova*, introducing innovations like live interviews, talking heads, expert commentary, original camera angles, and seating the host in the center of the screen rather than at the side next to a phone, the Soviet model.\(^2\)

Global, or rather Western, influences also appeared in the form of funding and training. U.S. based NGO InterMedia allocated a $7 million USAID grant to Ukraine in the early 1990s, to develop independent media. The funds were used to create an independent news agency, UNIAN, and produce new radio and television programming with the assistance of Western journalists. By 1994 six new shows were broadcast on state TV channel UT2 that reached wide audiences, including news and commentary – *Vikna Novyny* (Yuri Horban, producer), *Vikna Plus* (Heorhii Gongadze, producer), *Vikna v Svit* (Oleksander Myroniuk, producer), sports, economics and culture.\(^3\)

Simultaneously, Ukrainian journalists began exploring their old/new Ukrainian identity, perhaps best illustrated by a series of historical films called *Nevidoma Ukraina* (The Unknown Ukraine), which were produced by Adrian Shmotolokha and Danylo Yanevs’kyi and aired on the state broadcaster. These films showed Ukrainians aspects of their history that had previously been silenced, or framed from the Soviet perspective.\(^4\)

Thus the early years of independent media developments show two simultaneous trends: Ukrainians began exploring their identity in the context of a nation-state that was called Ukraine rather than the USSR, and exploring the world, largely through mass media. During this period the pro-Western cosmopolitan and new/old Ukrainian identities are most visible.

### Competing Visions of Ukrainian Identity

By the mid-1990s deepening economic crisis led to different views on how to proceed, which in turn reflected the increasingly divergent views on identity. Some believed the best way to move ahead was to embrace Westernization and push ahead with rapid market reforms. Others felt that

\(^{2}\) Oleksander Tkachenko, journalist (UT1, Studio 1+1), media manager (CEO New Channel, Studio 1+1). 2005. Interviewed by Marta Dyczok, Kyiv, 25 July.

\(^{3}\) Andriy Kulykov, journalist, general producer of InterMedia funded programs in Ukraine, 1995. 2010. Interviewed by Marta Dyczok by phone from Kyiv 15 June.

is was safer to retain close relations with Russia and reform more gradually. A third view was that Ukraine needed to find its own path, draw on its own ideas and traditions, although there was no clear vision on what that was. Media representations clearly show these competing visions of identity.

When Leonid Kuchma became president in 1994 he pursued an aggressive privatization program, secured Ukraine’s international position vis-à-vis Russia and the U.S., and reformed the media system. Although his legacy will always be linked to the disappearance of opposition journalist Heorhii Gongadze and the gradual restriction on the freedom of speech, he did not try and use the media to construct a Ukrainian identity.45

Kuchma’s goal was to make the media system work more efficiently and protect Ukraine from continuing uncontrolled Russian influences. In January 1995 he was quoted as saying, “My position is that rather than occasional, shall we say, fireman-like measures,46 it is desirable to move to a clear government policy in the information sphere.”47 Freedom of speech was codified in the 1996 Constitution, and a Press and Information Ministry and National Council on Television and Radio Broadcasting were created.48 The Russian Ostankino TV channel was removed from the country’s most powerful broadcast frequency through a 1995 Presidential decree; thus, Ukraine gained control over broadcasting on its territory.49

Perhaps the most important change Kuchma introduced was the privatization of major state media outlets. The non-transparent way this was done produced a rather corrupt system where media suffers from both state and corporate pressures. Kuchma viewed media largely as an asset, and television was privatized much the same way as everything else: certain actors were given privileged access, while foreign capital was allowed in, but limited.50 According to insiders involved in the process, early business groups would come to Kuchma and say, “Papa, here is a state TV enterprise that is failing, let us have it, we’ll make it work, and make it profitable.”51 Thus media owners became dependent on good rela-

46 Kuchma’s words were “pozhezhi zakhody.”
47 Uriadovyi Kurier, 14 January 1995
50 For the media sector, this was 30%.
tions with the president, a pattern which continues to the present.

Kuchma did not privatize the entire broadcast sector. The most powerful national TV channel, UT1, remained in state hands. It positioned itself as representing the state and its identity, and broadcast exclusively in Ukrainian. But innovations from the early 1990s disappeared and UT1 returned to its Soviet-era flavor because senior management did not change, and innovators moved to the new private channels. UT1 continued to produce important programming on culture, for children, and public service information like explaining legislation about privatization, but it lacked vision. There was no guidance from state policy and UT1 became known as “the channel with no image.” Once a private sector emerged, it steadily lost audience share.

Two new private channels appeared in the mid-1990s and presented very different notions of what it was to be Ukrainian, although neither articulated the identity issue in national terms. Both were de facto transferred into private hands, commercially oriented, and allowed to develop with little state interference in terms of content. Both attracted large audiences, yet each had very different ideas about how to do this.

Studio 1+1 began broadcasting in October of 1995 and projected a cosmopolitan Ukrainian identity. From the beginning it used only the Ukrainian language, and projected a hip, youthful image from the screen. Initially it aired mainly Western films and entertainment shows, but within a year created the top newsroom in the country by bringing together talented journalists from all over Ukraine, providing them with resources and a free hand. The first news director, Oleksandr Tkachenko, later recalled those days, “this sort of thing happens once in a lifetime. We had a dream team and were not restricted in what we did.”

The channel was created by three key individuals: Oleksandr Rodnianskyi, a Kyiv-born filmmaker who had spent the late 1980s working in Germany; Vadym Rabinovych, a somewhat controversial early Ukrainian businessman; and U.S. billionaire Ronald Lauder. Their vision was very much Western and European-oriented. “It [the channel] was supposed to be substantively Ukrainian, and as such was meant to play a role in social change in the country,” recounts Ol’ha Herasymiuk, one of the station’s early employees who went on to become a big TV star. The cosmopolitan ideas of the founders came from different motivations.
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Rodnianskyi had the creative vision that contemporary Ukraine was part of a European cultural landscape. Rabinovych seemingly intuitively understood the importance of advertising, and that profits would initially come from abroad, while Lauder’s ambition was to create an East European media corporation that could then enter the global arena. Each of them viewed Ukraine as part of the larger global community whose future lay with the West. The channel gained popularity immediately and remained one of the top two audience favorites until it came under attack by political censorship.

The second private TV company, INTER, first aired in April 1996 and began by projecting the residual Soviet Ukrainian identity. Russian was the primary language, the main evening news was Vremya, produced by Russia’s ORT TV, and initially much of the entertainment programming was either Soviet era classics or new Russian media products.

The main force behind creating INTER was Kyiv businessman Ievhen Pluzhnikov, who was a key member of the then powerful Kyiv clan and the SDPU(o) party. His business partners were the Ukrainian State Property Fund and the Russian TV company ORT. From the beginning it seemed that this was conceived as both a business project and political instrument, and was oriented on the Russian-speaking part of Ukrainian society.

The creators of this channel viewed Ukrainian identity through a Russian lens, drawing on the shared cultural heritage and orientation along familiar patterns. This channel, too, attracted large audiences, showing that some Ukrainians continued to prefer the old, well-known media content and style, and, although prepared to change somewhat, were more comfortable moving along with Russia rather than directly embracing global values.

This all suggests how Ukrainians were viewing themselves in rather different ways. The popularity of both Studio 1+1 and INTER shows that the cosmopolitan identity resonated among large sectors of society, while simultaneously the residual Soviet Ukrainian identity resurfaced as an enduring alternative. Both were forward looking but in different directions – Russia vs. the West. The new/old identity seemed somewhat directionless at this stage, or perhaps lacking in well placed advocates.
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Unusual Convergence and Contradictions: The Worst of Both Worlds?

By the late 1990s and the beginning of the new millennium, an unusual cultural convergence became visible in Ukraine and its media, which one analyst called “combining the worst of all worlds.” Many positive values from the Soviet era, such as social justice, had all but disappeared from public discourse, while negative behavior patterns like corruption had increased. Excesses of consumer capitalism and unfettered individualism grew in a society that was not enjoying the benefits of democracy and the rule of law. The larger context is significant here – Ukraine’s economy had begun to stabilize and grow, while simultaneously democracy was seriously backsliding. To a large degree these changes were driven by structural, economic, and political factors that led to the gradual change in value systems.

This period coincides with Kuchma’s second term in office, which was overshadowed by the Gongadze case. On September 16, 2000, internet journalist Heorhii Gongadze disappeared, soon afterwards a headless corpse was found, and the president was implicated in the case. This led to domestic protests, international isolation, and increasing authoritarianism that included intensified censorship. However, as already noted, Kuchma was largely uninterested in issues of identity, and the censorship was directed at whitewashing his regime. Information needed for the economy was allowed to circulate freely, as were various representations of identity. In part because news became distorted, audiences tended to prefer entertainment programming.

However, apart from the intensified censorship, during these years Ukraine’s media system continued to follow many global patterns, including growing concentration of ownership and media content shifting towards infotainment. Most foreign investors were bought out by Ukrainian businessmen who began creating large media corporations (called holdings in Ukraine). Victor Pinchuk, Kuchma’s son-in-law, purchased ICTV from Story First Communications, New Channel from Russia’s Alpha Bank, and STB from Russia’s Lukoil. When in 2000 Ukraine’s economy went
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into growth for the first time since independence, media finally became profitable because advertising revenues grew, even though real profits were often hidden.\textsuperscript{67}

That meant that media companies had more resources to spend on content, and entertainment programming continued to gain popularity. New products continued to appear, some domestically produced, others purchased from abroad.\textsuperscript{68} At the turn of the millennium, quiz shows were all the rage internationally. In 2001, Studio 1+1 purchased the “Who Wants to be a Millionaire” format and broadcast a Ukrainian version to great popular success. A year later it repeated this feat, purchasing the British format “Brainiest,”\textsuperscript{69} and producing it as “Nairozumnishyi.” INTER also
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Source: Oleksander Tkachenko, CEO, Studio 1+1 TV Channel

followed this trend, but when they adapted “Blind Date” into the Ukrainian “Kokhannia z Pershooho Pohliadu,” they opted for both Russian and Ukrainian speaking co-hosts. There were also examples where Ukrainian and Russian companies jointly purchased formats and produced a single show.\textsuperscript{70}

\textsuperscript{67} Studio 1+1 profits reportedly reached $10,543,000.00 in the first half of 2001, compared with a loss of $334,000.00 the year before. \textit{Ukrainian Media Bulletin}, No.7, August 2001, distributed by European Institute for the Media (EIM). However, State broadcast regulator, Borys Kholod, announced that half of advertising revenues were “in the shadows,” \textit{Interfax Ukraine}, 15 December 2003.

\textsuperscript{68} See Natalia Dankova, “Vid ‘Pershooho miliona’ do ‘X-faktora,’” \textit{Telekritika Magazine}, No. 11-12(76), November 2010, p. 60.

\textsuperscript{69} Created and owned by Celador.

\textsuperscript{70} For example Studio 1+1 co-produced \textit{Harem}, purchased from Styx, with Russia’s STS.
In these years all TV channels began broadcasting content that reflected the three visions of identity, with the aim of attracting audiences. Thus, Ukrainians continued to be exposed to an ever-widening range of media formats, images, messages, and value systems, and private channels began diversifying their content.

State media were underfunded by the Kuchma administration, given no direction or incentive to produce programming which would foster a common identity, and as a result considered uninteresting at best, and “media with no character” at worst. Their main function was, as one journalist put it, “to create obedient citizens who would be loyal to the state regardless of what the state did.” Clearly, this did not succeed, since a massive protest erupted in 2004, known as the Orange Revolution.

2004: Collision, Explosion, Reframing

The 2004 Orange Revolution reframed media representations once again. An estimated one in five Ukrainians took to the streets to protest when Victor Yanukovych allegedly stole the presidential election from Victor Yushchenko. The media played a key role in these events, although a more complex one than usually portrayed. The journalists’ revolution showed a submerged desire for democracy, transparency and accountability quickly coming to the surface, seemingly re-framing the representational struggle into one over political values as the key component of identity, a combination of new/old values and cosmopolitan ones.

However, despite the excitement of the revolutionary events, there was still no consensus on values. Ukrainians had been receiving a distorted picture of political events for years, yet a handful of journalists in alternative media outlets had been actively opposing censorship and used their technologically savvy international contacts to draw attention to the issue as best they could. During the revolutionary events many others joined them, suggesting that while they had exercised self-censorship under neo-authoritarian conditions, they did hold democratic values. The best example is that the entire Studio 1+1 news team went on strike on the second day of protests, and later made a live public apology for having lied in the past. Others continued to present news in a rather dubious way. Once widely respected journalist Volodymyr Ruban denounced the revolution as an American plot aimed at destabilizing Ukraine. TRK Ukraine reported mainly anti-revolutionary meetings, including the infamous hysterical

71 Kulykov, interview, 27 March 2010.
73 Ukrainska Pravda, Telekritika, Channel 5, Independent Journalists’ Union.
74 TRK Ukraine is owned by Rinat Akhmetov, who was financing Yanukovych.
speech by Yanukovych’s wife where she accused protesters of distributing oranges laced with American hallucinogenic drugs.

An interesting dimension of the revolution and media representations is that despite the apparent clash between cosmopolitan and residual Soviet views of identity, both sides used cultural symbols, references and formats that seemed incongruent with that identification. Yushchenko supporters, the orange side, regularly played Oranzhevoie Nebo, a Soviet era classic sung by Georgian singer Irma Sokhadze, and used Soviet era Cat Leopold cartoons to ridicule Yanukovych, while the blue side that supported Yanukovych held Western-style rallies with music, lighting, and DJs as recommended by U.S. PR experts.

**Aftermath: Change and Continuity**

After Yushchenko became president in the wake of the revolution, Ukraine’s media continued to evolve. Heavy-handed state censorship ended, but the media system continued to be profoundly influenced by the forces of globalization and the Russia factor.

Yushchenko made efforts to improve relations between journalists, the state, and society. He created a National Commission for Consolidation of Freedom of Speech and Development of the Information Sphere, changed the management of the state broadcaster and state media regulatory agencies, talked about introducing public broadcasting, had regular televised “fireside chats” and tried to limit negative Russian influences into Ukraine’s media space. He also viewed media as a vehicle to promote a united Ukrainian identity that would draw on the historical past as well as cosmopolitan (Western, European) values. News reporting became more objective and complete. However, checkbook journalism, known as “jeans” in Ukraine, increased, showing that market forces were also a threat to free speech, a trend that media scholars have long noted in established democracies.
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In terms of political economy, the pattern of media ownership did not radically change, but a number of important media assets changed hands, political actors became media owners, and media corporations grew in size.\textsuperscript{82} For example, the once powerful Kyiv clan lost control over the lucrative INTER TV. It was purchased initially by the Russian corporation EVRAZ, later it came under the ownership of Valery Khoroshkovs’kyi, then Deputy Secretary of the National Security Council. A year after taking control of INTER TV, Khoroshkovs’kyi formed a new media giant, UA INTER Media Group Ltd, made up of 70 media companies.\textsuperscript{83}

The global process of media convergence intensified in Ukraine during this period. As everywhere, technological advancement began altering media usage by society, particularly as internet penetration increased. The infotainment model, which had come to dominate in established democracies, also became the norm in Ukraine. Studio 1+1’s PR director proudly announced, “The channel’s news programs are mastering a new genre known as infotainment. TSN, the main news program on 1+1, has been operating in this new format for several months now and their ratings are steadily on the rise. This proves that viewers like the new format.”\textsuperscript{84} That said, in the spirit of the new freedom of speech, live political talk shows became popular. The format first appeared on ICTV in 2005 with the “Svoboda Slova” show hosted by Savik Shuster, who brought the format to Ukraine after being closed down on Russia’s NTV in 2004.\textsuperscript{85}

Western programs and films continued to be broadcast on all TV channels; there was an increase in Ukrainian and Russian adaptations of Western formats. Celebrity talent shows became particularly fashionable. Six national TV networks led the market in terms of ratings, commonly known as ‘the big Six,’ and to a large degree are considered to be the most influential media in the country. They are: INTER, Studio 1+1, STB, Novyi Kanal, ICTV, and TRK Ukraina.

Yushchenko was the first Ukrainian president to make the issue of identity a subject of public discourse, thus it would seem that the old/new vision of Ukrainian identity would have become strong in this period. Yet when one looks at media representations, audience preferences, and images presented by political actors, what is evident is that cultural and identity reference points became increasingly blurred, while the trend
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\textsuperscript{82} “Khoroshkovsky Creates New Media Giant in Ukraine, June 27, 2007,” http://www.komersant.com/p778375/r_500/%D0%9A1_%D0%9A2_Megasport_Inter/
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Source: Telekritika Magazine. 2010. 11-12:76 (November), p. 72

toward lifestyle politics grew. Yushchenko did promote the old/new Ukrainian identity, but it tended to merge with the cosmopolitan one. The fireside chat format was directly borrowed from the U.S. His pro-European, pro-Western values are well documented in public statements, and when he travelled abroad he looked indistinguishable from other Western leaders. At home in Ukraine, however, he would often sport a traditional embroidered shirt, usually paired with designer trousers or suits.

Then PM Yulia Tymoshenko, on the other hand, retreated from the cosmopolitan image, and increasingly wore folk-inspired clothing and/or Ukrainian fashion designers. Then opposition leader Victor Yanukovych is the most difficult to categorize during this phase. He began to use mainly the Ukrainian language in his media appearances, but also adopted a Berlusconi-like stance, selling a lifestyle of power and glamour.\textsuperscript{86} At a 2007 Regions Party Conference he was photographed smiling broadly as “Dancing with the Stars” celebrity Nataliya Mohylevs’ka spun him around on the dance floor.\textsuperscript{87}

\textsuperscript{86} Yanukovych had hired the U.S. PR firm Paul Manafort, which helped him transform his image.

2010: New Challenges, Old Threats

When in 2010 Yanukovych was elected president, there were fears that he would roll back Yushchenko’s reforms and steer Ukraine closer to Russia. These fears were not unfounded. Within months of the election, state pressures on mass media had increased. Ukraine’s top media analyst, Nataliya Ligachova, noted that censorship had increased to the highest levels ever, worse than the darkest days of the Kuchma regime. These pressures took on a devastating form combining coercion, co-option, and control through ownership. A new journalists’ movement, Stop Censorship, sprung up, but the state largely ignored its efforts. Yanukovych abolished the Media Advisory Council set up by Yushchenko, Parliament reduced the quota for Ukrainian language in broadcast media to 25 percent, Russian speaking Yegor Benkendorf was appointed Director of the State TV channel, and for the first time since independence, Russian appeared on the state broadcaster.

There were few changes in ownership structures with one notable exception – in April 2010 the last significant foreign owner, CME, sold its shares in Studio 1+1 and left Ukraine, leaving the main assets in Ukraine’s media market in Ukrainian hands. The remaining changes were intra-elite competition, illustrating the larger political power struggles which were occurring behind the scenes. For example, when Khoroshkovs’kyi, many times minister under various presidents and prime ministers, sold his controlling interest in INTER to then head of the Presidential Administration, Serhiy Lyovochkin, it was clear that he had fallen out of favor. A few analysts noted that media are not the primary source of income for media owners and are often used for political purposes.

Yet if one looks at media content and audience preferences, the cultural competition remains clearly visible. Despite the seeming establishment move towards a pro-Russian (residual Soviet) stance after 2010,
the impact of globalization (or Westernization) continues strongly, as does the search for a new/old Ukrainian identity, while society drifts more and more towards audience democracy and lifestyle politics.

Live political talk shows continued to attract surprisingly large audiences through the end of 2012. In 2010 Shuster Live regularly drew 13 percent ratings; Svoboda Slova with Andriy Kulykov on ICTV averaged 12 – 15 percent, and Velyka Polityka with Evgeni Kiselyev on INTER attracted 14-17 percent ratings.97

But, as elsewhere, entertainment programming remains much more popular in Ukraine than news and information shows, suggesting that global cultural influences are strengthening the cosmopolitan vision of identity. In 2010, adaptations of Western format talent shows topped the ratings: the Ukrainian version of Ukraine Has Talent (STB, 30-35%), X-Factor (STB, 25-30%), and So You Think You Can Dance (16-20%). When ICTV purchased the Survivor format and broadcast it as Ostannyi Heroi in 2011, it got the highest ratings ever in Ukrainian television.98

The residual-Soviet identity continues to resonate with many Ukrainians, as witnessed by the fact that the second most popular entertainment programming on Ukrainian television is Russian TV shows. In 2010 “Svaty,” (INTER) topped the ratings with 22-29%, followed by “Bratany” on ICTV (11-13%) and “Interny” on 1+1 (7-10%).99

The new/old Ukrainian identity remains the weakest of the three, yet continues to hold its own. To celebrate twenty years of independence, all TV channels produced special programming about the event, without directives from above. INTER, traditionally oriented towards the Russian-speaking audiences, aired a series of Ukrainian language shows, “Nashi Dvadtsiats’” (Our Twenty), and “Legendary Castles of Ukraine.” Benkendorf, who introduced Russian onto the state broadcaster, raised funds among his corporate friends to produce “20 Steps towards a Dream,” a series of 20 short historical films which adopt Hrushevs’kyi’s historiographic scheme and handle controversial topics with sensitivity and respect for various perspectives.100 His second project, “Faces of Ukrainian History,” includes figures ranging from Kniahynia Ol’ha and Pylyp Orlyk, through Stepan Bandera and Mykola Amosov.101

Two other important developments during these years are the

100 http://1tv.com.ua/uk/programs/20_krokiv
101 http://1tv.com.ua/uk/programs/faces_history
intensification of media convergence, and the explosion of new and social media. Internet usage grew steadily, and although Ukraine has not yet reached European or North American penetration levels, it has the highest rate of growth in Europe.\textsuperscript{102} Here, too, the competing influences of globalization and the Russia factor are clearly visible, perhaps best illustrated by which websites Ukrainians visit most often. In 2011, one sees that similar to Canada or the U.S., Google, YouTube, Wikipedia, and Facebook are popular, as well as the Russian VKontakte, Mail.ru, and Yandex (both the .ru and .ua versions), and a few Ukrainian sites (Google.com.ua, Ukr.net). Television is increasingly viewed on-line, such as TVi, and this is providing both commercial opportunities and the ability to get around government pressures on alternative media.\textsuperscript{103}

### Table 3: Most Visited Websites in Ukraine, 2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>According to Alexa.com</th>
<th>According to InMind</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. vKontakte.ru</td>
<td>2. Mail.ru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Google.com</td>
<td>3. vKontakte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Mail.ru</td>
<td>4. Yandex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. YouTube.com</td>
<td>5. YouTube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Yandex.ru</td>
<td>7. Facebook.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Facebook.com</td>
<td>8. Marketgrid.com</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: http://www.alex.com/topsites/countries/UA; http://ain.ua/2011/01/19/40868

This evidence shows that symbolic values continue to shift, and competition for cultural capital is ongoing. What does this mean for democracy? Here global trends of media, especially TV, are clearly visible. Politicians continue to use TV as the primary vehicle for communicating with society, thus undermining the importance of traditional institutions, such as political parties. With the ever-deepening corruption and disregard


\textsuperscript{103} Mykola Kniazhyts’kyi, then Director, TVi. 2012. Interviewed by Marta Dyczok, Kyiv, 5 July.
for the rule of law, manipulation and abuse of media professionals and
the simultaneous projection of a certain lifestyle, two trends are visible
in society. On the one hand, there is a disengagement from the political
process, as witnessed by low voter turnout in the 2012 parliamentary
election, particularly the youth vote. Simultaneously there is an increase
in activism on the local level, on issues such as preserving historical monu-
ments.\textsuperscript{104} Both of these parallel developments in established democracies.

**Conclusion**

Ukraine is often viewed in isolation (what is happening in Ukraine,
Ukraine’s politics, Ukraine’s media) or compared to normative standards
that do not really exist anywhere (how close or far is Ukraine to a consol-
idated democracy, how free and independent are Ukraine’s media). This
misses the point that for over 20 years Ukraine has been part of the global
community, through mass media engaged in transnational cultural flows.
In many ways Ukraine’s media system and content have become very
similar to those in other parts of Europe and North America.

Television and the internet have been bringing the world into
Ukrainian living rooms for over twenty years, and this is changing values,
from growing consumerism to a shift in political views on individualism
vs. collectivism. Ukrainians have embraced technology and lifestyle
changes,\textsuperscript{105} and these innovations are not coming from Russia, but rather
from the West.

Ukraine is still struggling to define its identity and global media
trends are having a powerful impact on this process. While much attention
has rightly focused on the political censorship that Ukraine has experienced
during various phases of its independence, what has been overlooked is
that media owners are more interested in profits than politics. They accom-
modate political elites to gain influence and protect their other business
interests, but in terms of media content, they are equally accommodating
market forces and provide audiences with the same media product that
global media corporations are selling and Ukrainians are consuming.

Ukrainian audiences display a wide range of preferences, but in many
ways are similar to global audiences in that they prefer entertainment over

\textsuperscript{104} See Marta Dyczok. 2013. “Fighting the developers in Kyiv,” *OpenDemocracy*, (20 Feb-
ruary) http://www.opendemocracy.net/od-russia/marta-dyczok/fighting-developers-in-kyiv

\textsuperscript{105} In 2013, four Ukrainian IT companies were listed among the top 100 in the Global Outsourc-
ing 100 ranking (Intetics, Luxoft, EPAM Systems and Miratech). See, http://tsn.ua/ukrayina/
chotiri-ukrayinski-it-kompaniyi-uviyshli-do-sotni-naykraschih-v-sviti-284506.html?fb_ac-
tion_id=136932006483382&fb_action_types=og.recommends&fb_source=timeline_
og&action_object_map={%22136932006483382%22%3A534074393282504}&action_
type_map=%22136932006483382%22%3A22%22og.recommends%22&action_ref_map
information, are open to new ideas, and Western (global) media formats have steadily gained popularity. Whereas in the mid-1990s, INTER TV succeeded by broadcasting mainly Russian/Soviet media content, 15 years later it had adopted many Western formats in the competition for ratings. Thus, in some ways globalization is coming to Ukraine through a Russian lens. Ukrainian media products also continue to attract audiences.

Media representations show that there are a variety of competing visions on Ukrainian identity. Certain parts of Ukrainian society have consistently demonstrated an interest in and desire to define themselves as part of a larger, cosmopolitan, global community, others feel more comfortable in a Russian cultural space, while others still are looking for a unique Ukrainian identity.

There are different ways to interpret this. One is that Ukraine has not developed a strong national idea around which society has united. This view continues to be voiced in Ukraine, as it has been since the early 1990s. Another is that Ukrainian society is diverse, that the state has not behaved in a hegemonic manner and imposed a vision from above, and media representations demonstrate a high degree of tolerance toward alternative views. A third is that Ukraine is in keeping with global trends, where identities are changing as a result of cultural and media convergence.

**Epilogue**

This article was completed in the summer of 2013, before the events shook Ukraine in the subsequent autumn, winter, and spring. Much of what happened from November 2013 through April 2014 was about identity and media.

By sheer coincidence, a few months before protests erupted, a number of new independent, internet-based media outlets had appeared, created by journalists who were tired of state and corporate pressures in the existing media. They served as a counter-hegemonic force that challenged censorship and provided alternative, largely objective news on the protests, and later invasion by Russia. As events unfolded, the impact of media convergence became even more evident. Live streamed TV and social media became important information sources which were picked up and disseminated by mainstream and global media outlets. After President Victor Yanukovych fled the country on February 21, 2014, state censorship

---


largely ended and the once compliant media corporations began to show a relatively clear picture of the news and call for national reconciliation and unity. All the main TV stations added the same logo onto their screens: the Ukrainian flag and the words United Ukraine in both Russian and Ukrainian languages.

At the time of this writing, April 2014, it is too early to tell what the long term impact of these events will be. However, it seems ironic that Russian President Putin went to so much trouble to destabilize and divide Ukraine from within, yet the result of his actions, particularly the military invasion of Crimea, served to unite Ukrainians. The three strands of identity outlined in this article seem to be congealing into a single multi-dimensional Ukrainian identity, where cosmopolitan views blended with old/new visions of identity as well as the cultural affinity with Russia. From available polls and media reports, language, ethnicity, and even foreign policy orientation no longer seem to be dividing Ukrainians. Whichever direction they’re looking, towards the European Union or Russia, few want to live in a corrupt state or be invaded by Russia.